INTRODUCTION
Thank you for reviewing the Uniworth Coin (UNIX) whitepaper. here you will read about our future plans
and solution we will provide for the next generation of blockchain currency system. Uniworth Coin is
introducing a new system of using blockchain for online payments, investments and digital cash ability
for micropayments . Our company is willing to raise the standards of living of mankind. Uniworth
team will provide professional marketing and investment services based on smart contract
software helping start-up companies evolve.
Uniworth Coin (UNIX) is an innovative asset-backed cryptocurrency that resolve some of the main
concerns with cryptocurrencies that are regarded as inefficient, unreliable and risky. Some of these
failure points include price volatility, extended transaction processing times, market manipulation, the
inability to transact low value payments, and the absence of any asset backing to justify the price of
these cryptocurrencies. The Uniworth Coin (UNIX) micropayment solution and investment plans are
conceptualised to address these issues and introduce a currency backed by assets as a safe store of

value mechanism for transacting. Uniworth Coin (UNIX) is not based on current widespread generic
blockchain protocol systems that rely on mining for continued coin release. The global demand for a safe
secure store of value and stable universal currency is the purpose for the creation of Uniworth Coin, and
we are ready for widespread adoption.

Key Features of Uniworth Coin
•

Micropayments
Our Micropayments are defined as transactions online for digital content at minimum values.

•

Money Transfer
Our online payment system is able to provide fast and low cost money transfer facility

•

Micro investments
We will invest in to develop small project to raise the standards of living of mankind.

•

Smart Loans
Life is complicated and full of ups and downs. We believe that every one deserve a helping hand
time to time. We are going to provide the smart loans worth $500 - $5000.

What is Cryptocurrency ?
A digital currency in which encryption techniques are used to regulate the generation of units of
currency and verify the transfer of funds, operating independently of a central bank.
"decentralized cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin or Etherium is now provide an outlet for personal wealth
that is beyond restriction and confiscation"

What is Uniworth (UNIX) Coin?

Uniworth Coin (UNIX) is a secure, safe asset-backed cryptocurrency build on a multi-dimensional
blockchain as a partially distributed ledger that is used for real-time payments. The underlying value of
Uniworth Coin is established on a risk profile based user-defined allocation of a portfolio of asset
classes. The Uniworth Coin (UNIX) wallet offers innovative features like Cross-Chain exchange for all
forms of crypto currencies, micro-payments platform for internet transactions, person to person digital
cash payments, Micro Investments and Smart Loans.
We believe that money must serve the primary purpose that it was intended for, which are a medium of
exchange, a unit of account and a store of value. The solution by Uniworth Coin (UNIX) eliminates the
need for using banking products. We facilitate payment directly between parties, commonly known as
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) payment. Your money resides in your wallet, and when you effect payment it is
instantaneous similar to giving cash. As a crypto currency which is not linked to a sovereign country, it
can facilitate instant, frictionless payments even across borders, with very low fees, enable low value
transactions, and at very fast processing times Uniworth Coin (UNIX) provides a means of exchange of
value in systems where trust in central authority has been lost. Digital and analogue money up to now
failed to provide a globally appealing and efficient means of payment

UNIWORTH COIN (UNIX) WALLET
Easy to use smartphone apps such as Apple, Android, Microsoft mobile OS Basic menu functions with
subfunctions
 Simple to use familiar financial interface
 Build on secure encrypted hybrid-flex blockchain ledger platform
 Multi-level data encryption and authentication for extended security
 Easy transfer between various digital value platforms and vanilla cash in any market.
 Trade in $ £ ʀ Υ Є (multi-currency)
 Cross-chain blockchain currency exchange between UniworthCoin, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash,
 Ethereum or any other linked ERC20 based coin

TOKEN SALE SUMMARY

Name of Token

Uniworth Coin

Symbol

UNIX

Investors Sale
Investors Bonus

March 01th to March 15th, 2018
Bonus of up to 40%

Pre-sale period (Round 1)

March 15th to April 15th, 2018

Pre-sale period (Round 2)

April 16th to April 30th, 2018

Pre-sale bonus

Bonus of up to 30%

ICO Start

May 01 2016

Main sale bonus

1st 24 hours 20%
1st week 15%
2nd week 10%

Exchange rate

1 ETH :2,000 UNIX

Limits

10,000 ETH (Hard Cap)

Accepted currencies

ETH & BTC only

% of Token sold 40%
Nationality

Anyone except Singapore, Estonia, China
and the US due to legal restrictions or from
countries subject to trade sanctions
imposed by the US.

What is a Token Sale?
When further development is needed by a company, a token created by the company can be sold in
exchange of funds.
The benefits of a token sale are two fold; from a company perspective, the main advantage of it is that
the company gains quicker access to funds thanvia traditional founding routes. From an purchaser
perspective, there is a larger number of reasons why this method can be more interesting than
traditional investment;
- While traditional funding consists of exchanging money for shares, which in most cases are not
tradable, most tokens can be sold back to the market at any moment in time. By doing this,
purchasers can allocate their resources in more liquid assets.
- There is an increasing number of individuals purchasing crypto- currencies and hence, there is
a need of generating yield within the ecosystem.

Timeline

DISCLAIMER
Uniworth Coin (UNIX) is not issued or governed by any government or sovereign jurisdiction. It is a
digital currency based on blockchain technology. This is not an offer for security, equity in Uniwoth Coin,
offer for shares in the company or a promise of returns. You are entering an agreement to buy a unit of
our currency that will be used to pay for goods or services online or to transact with. The only limited
guarantee when buying Uniworth Coin(UNIX) is provided by the company in the form of the funds
allocated to the asset guarantee fund that will be available on the wallet at the end of phase 4 of the
development plan.
The purpose of this White Paper is to provide prospective purchasers with the information on the
Company’s project to allow the prospective purchasers to make their own decision as to whether or not
it wishes to proceed to purchase a UNIX token. This White Paper does not constitute an offer or
invitation, or any other sale or purchase of shares, securities, or any of the assets of the Company.
RISK STATEMENT
This is for your understanding that you are reading the offer to pre-purchase a unit of currency that will
be developed as a crypto-currency on blockchain for the purpose of providing a crypto coin that is
backed by community allocated assets. The security of the asset-backed coin is that the company are
the guaranteed buyer of all coins that remain unsold on the coin trading platform, and will be settled on
demand.
RISK WARNING:
You have to ensure you follow the exact buying instructions from the e-mail you will receive when
buying your coins. All subscribers will receive their coins according to the instructions.

